W/c 22.02.21
Miss Dorr’s letters and sounds
Hello everyone,
I hope you’ve had a lovely half term and that you got outside! Over this week I would
like you to look at wh.
Think about the ‘wh’ sound – can you think of any words with the sound in? Try to think
of 5. Have a go at writing them down in a list. Have you noticed that the sound comes at
the beginning of words?
Here are some that I have come up with –


What



Which



Wheel



Whale



Whip



Whiskers



Whisper



When

Did you get any of mine? Pick 4 of my words or pick some of mine and some of yours,
write them down and have a go at doing cover, write and check (sheet attached). Please
do more if you wish!

After that, have a go at putting at least 2 of those words into your own sentence(s) –
remembering your capital letters, finger spaces, full stops and to sound out your words!
You can draw pictures to go with these if you wish.
Example sentence - My beautiful black cat has long whiskers.
Here is another activity that you can have a go at - Pick 2 colouring pencils, 1 for real
words and the other is for the nonsense words. Sound out and read the words
carefully, colour the word in the correct colour depending if it’s real or nonsense.
(sheet attached)

Remember to get outside when it’s dry, could you write some of the ‘wh’ words from our
list outside? you could use - chalk, stones, sticks, leaves, anything that you can come up
with!
Throughout the week you can also continue to go onto phonics play –
www.phonicsplay.co.uk and play either game ‘buried treasure’ or ‘dragons den’. Make
sure you go onto phase 5 and then the ‘wh’ sound.
Another choice is to go onto www.phonicsbloom.com and then to click onto phase 5,
phonics frog game and then to click the ‘wh’ sound.

Please send what you have done to the Rowan class email, so that I can see what you
have been doing.
Have a good week and I can’t wait to see what you have been doing,
Miss Dorr ☺

